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“This guy is going to die!” Josua said in a low voice.

Right at that moment, Toulson shut his eyes and finally let go of his sword. He poured his true energy into

his feet and dodged to the side incredibly quickly.

After that, of the eight feathers that were shot over, three struck the beast’s own body. Even though the

feathers were away from the beast’s body, the beast still retained some control of the feathers.

After Toulson dodged, the beast did its best to make sure the feathers did not strike itself. However, since

the feathers were fast, three still struck its body no matter how hard it tried to dodge.

The beast let out a cry of anguish as it was incredibly injured. Even though the feathers already

weakened, it was still not something a regular warrior could compete with.

The Three feathers blew up causing three wounds on its body. Even though the three wounds were only

the size of half a fist, it was still a weak point. As long as that group of despicable humans constantly

attacked its wounds, it could lose one of its wings.

Its eyes were full of pain as it stared at Toulson who was by the side. Everyone could see how much it

hated Toulson from its eyes.

Everything had happened far too quickly. Josua and Molie did not even have the time to react. However,

no matter what, that battle was definitely worth a watch. The two of them thoroughly enjoyed it.

Only a match between the strong would be able to gain their interest. At that moment, the two of them

even forgot about looking into the rules of the Capture Hall. They were too focused on the match.

“What a pity! If they had just held on, and the whole sword managed to stab into the beast’s body, then the

wing would probably lose most of its abilities. Then, he would completely cripple that wing at the right

moment. However, it’s just three wounds now. They don’t even have much time left!” Someone said

regretfully.

When Josua heard that, he widened his eyes in surprise, “How do they know about the purple feather

beast too?”

“I never even heard of it before, and I’ve never seen it in any books. I’ve always liked researching beasts,

and I usually read quite a lot, but I’ve never seen any information about the purple-feathered beasts. If you

didn’t tell me, I would not have known anything…”

Josua suddenly felt incredibly ignorant.

Moana raised an eyebrow and sighed before he pointed at a scroll in the air, “Isn’t it written right there?”

On top of the arena, near the ceiling, there was a scroll with a lot of things written on it. Earlier, they had

been too invested in the battle and listening to the discussions from the spectators, so they had not

noticed it.

The two of them looked at each other helplessly.

At that moment, they felt like they were ignorant fools. The moment they entered, all they did was watch

the show while Moana observed everything around them.

The two of them hurriedly looked at the scroll. Quite a lot was written on it, including all the participants in

the battle and their odds. On the uppermost part, the rewards that could be earned were listed.

Toulson’s name was at the top, he had odds of 1:1.21.

Nilah’s name was right behind. His odds were 1:1.32.

The other odds were just absurd. The one at the end had odds of 1:5, but no one bet on him.

After all, there was no way that person would get any Life Points.

Moana looked over at the two of them and scoffed before he said, “You two were just focused on watching

the battle. I guess you haven’t looked at the gambling rules?”
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